We are looking for imagination and creativity. You can use books and the internet to help you. Please record your work on paper,
word document or even a powerpoint. Highlight the stars as you complete them. Good luck and enjoy!

Create your own Television Advert
for your chocolate bar! Think carefully about your script and film the
advert! Involve your parents?
Forward us 30 sec video for all to
see?

Watch the dark side to chocolate
video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=KXWFXeIZY9g
Write a dairy entry of a child on unfair trade on the chocolate farm and
discuss the effects of the child’s life.
How would Fair Trade benefit them?

Read ‘Aztec Info Sheet’
Make notes and pictures using
‘Aztec Info Sheet Questions’
and answer comprehension
questions

Chocolate!
Draw, design and colour your very
own chocolate bar including any
fanciful ingredients that Willy
Wonka might have used in his magical chocolate factory (use Choc
Bar Template.doc)

Can you complete the 6 Stage Manufacturing Process of making Chocolate. Don’t forget to include all the
important facts and draw pictures
(See Choc Manufacturing Info.doc
and Choc Manufacturing 6
Steps.doc)

Can you complete this History of Chocolate Sheet accurately? (See History
Close Sheet.doc)

Use internet to research the life of the Quakers
and their religion. Research and describe the
steps the Cadbury family took to ensure they
had a happy workforce of Quakers and the
Quaker’s religion beliefs over their lives. Create
a PowerPoint of your findings.

Watch: https://www.youtube.com/watch?
feature=player_embedded&v=lZygrg_PF2A
Locate on mini maps.doc the locations
where the chocolate comes. West Africa,
South-east Asia and America (Central and
South).. Which countries in South-eat Asia
grow the cocoa beans. Describe what the
climate and how it affects the cocoa beans.
. (Use atlas or internet)

You are a Oompa Loompa – you need
to learn the dance and song for Mr
Wonka to be impressed. View the
video: https://www.youtube.com/

watch?v=QkC8wPSmcPg Practise
makes perfect. Dress up? Get parents involved? Send us your video
clips!

Write an advertisement for your
Willy Wonka inspired Chocolate
Bar! Present it in the form of a
poster with drawings!

Use Exercise.doc! Write in
the calories for different
choc bars/cakes/sweet
treats. Calculate how long it
will take to burn off each
chocolate bar? Which is the
best activity to burn off calories?

